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ABSTRACT 

In many telecommunications sectors, safety has today become the main concern as threats can have high 

impacts. Particularly because the key and enable technology are linked to the 5G network, sensitive information 

in future wireless networks can travel across all levels. Several accidents have shown that the risk posed by an 

infected wireless network does not only impact security and privacy issues, but also prevents complicated 

networking environment dynamics. The sophistication and strength of security threats in recent years has 

therefore become a global obstacle in identifying or preventing sabotage.This paper provides an extensive list of 

key and supporting technology used to develop the 5G protection model, network software security, PHY 

(Physical) layer security, and 5G confidentiality issues from a security and privacy viewpoint. The paper further 

discusses compliance control and 5G network maintenance. This paper further evaluates the safety precautions 

and requirements associated with core 5G technology by using separate standardizing bodies and give a concise 

description of the defense forces for 5G standardization. Moreover, key internationally important initiatives are 

also discussed in accordance with the safety issues of 5G and beyond. Finally, an open section with the 

guidelines and obstacles for future studies has been added. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

5G cellular networks have a great deal of visionbased on high data speeds and higher coveragecapacity-

enhancing rollout, improved service quality (QoS) and incredibly low latency [1]. To supply5G, new 

networking, the required facilities,Technologies for service deployment, preparation and distributionis essential. 

Cloud computing is an effective way to dodata, facilities and applications maintenance operators[2]. Mobile 

thentechnology uses the same principlesin a single domain, which can be used by multiple services for greater 

flexibilityLess Capital Expenditure (CapEx) and availabilityExpenses for operations (OpEx).The software 

development of network functions would make networking technologies and networks more portable and 

flexible. Enables Network Defined Software Networking (SDN). SDN provides networking 

creativityAbstraction on the one side and network simplification on the other side[3]. The basis for positioning 
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different networks is Network virtualizing function (NFV)[4].It Works on a need basis in various network 

perimeters andRemoves the need for the same hardware or service.Network Elasticity is improved by 

complementary SDN and NFV, simplifying the management and regulation of the network,shake the vendor's 

obstacle to clear patented solutions andtherefore, for future networks, they are considered extremely significant. 

Network defense for these new innovations and ideasand data anonymity for future networks remains a major 

problem.From the very beginning, wireless networks were susceptible to security flaws[5]. Wireless networks, 

cellular phones and wireless in the first wave (1G)illicit copying andmasquerading was targeted on the 

networks.Message in 2G broadband networks of the second waveSpamming was not only normal for 

overwhelming attacksyet misinformation injection or unwanted broadcastingKnowledge on ads. Wireless in the 

third (3G) waveIP-based networking allowed networks to migrateWeb vulnerability flaws and wireless 

problemsdependencies. The fourth generation (4G) mobile networks also enabled the increasing need for IP-

based connectivity. This has contributed to moreLandscape of complex and complicated danger. The coming 

ofWireless networks of fifth generation (5G), security challengeVectors of greater care will be larger than ever 

before.It is thus important to highlight the challenges of securitywhich are not only threatening because of the 

wireless naturebut there are mobile networks in the potential technologiesfor 5G, they're extremely relevant. We 

emphasize in this paper theChallenges of safety that are ahead of 5G and necessarySecurity action promptly[1].  

 

Figure 1: Four phases of Network Transformation towards Network Softwarization in 5G. Source: [6] 

II. KEY SECURITY CHALLENGES IN 5G 

5G connects critical infrastructure that needs moreSafety not only for the critical infrastructurebut thesecurity of 

the entire society. A security, for instanceInfringement in online power systems can bedisastrousfor all systems 

in the society. We also know thatinformation is critical and what if critical data is corrupted? That's why it is 

extremely important to study and emphasize5G network security challenges and the possible overviewMight 

contribute to 5G networks safe solutions[7].  

Network Slice (NS) principles for the telecommunications networks[8] and Function Virtualization (NFV), 

Cloud Computing, Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC). The objective of these activities was to create a 

modern mobile software network. It will continue to evolve and build new network technologies to meet the 

need for mobile networks that will develop in the future. The SDN principle is designed to decouple networking 

interface control and data planes[7]. SDN-based network management and information is located in a logically 

centralized controller.It also provides an abstract for the control functions and business application layers of the 

underlying network architecture. NFV offers a new approach to network services growth, deployment and 

management. In order to act as device instances[9], this definition seeks to separate the network functions from 

their proprietary hardware. The scalability of the networks on demand will take place in the cloud 

computing[10]. Slicing of the network increases support for various 5G network traffic classes[11]. In this 
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modern telecommunication network, the protections, security and privacy have become the main concerns 

because threats can have high effect[12]. 

Table I: SECURITY CHALLENGES IN 5G TECHNOLOGIES. 

 

III. 5G WIRELESS SECURITY STATE OF THE ART 

In this part, we will summarize the latest developments including new security technologies in 5G wireless 

network networks. The cryptography and PLS are two key security solutions.Many new 5G broadband networks 

applications have initiated significant PLS testing. The majority of PLS analysis is focused on distribution of 

resources. In a safety-oriented resource assignment system in high density networks is called (UDNs)[3]. The 

paper reviewed the effect of safety transmission on several aspects of the resource. The major resources are 

power allocation, relay selection, allocation of frequencies, time and radiation[13]. The unanswered questions 

and the potential directions of PLS, including intrusion management, dedicated jammer substitution, mobility 

management protection and heterogeneity management, are addressed. When considering multiple users and 

SBSs in UDNs, a case study is proposed to cover the cross-layer cooperation scheme in HetNet. Two metrics 

used as secrecy potential and secrecy outage chance are added to improve the interpretation of the PLS[3]. 

IV 5G WIRELESS NETWORKS SECURITY SERVICES 

The telecoms networks today are commonly divided up into four logical components: radio access network, 

central network, transportation networks and network interconnection. Each networking section consists of three 

so-called aircraft, each of which carries a different type of traffic, namely: the signaling control aircraft; the user 

aircraft carrying payload (actual-) traffic; and the administrative-traffic management of aircraft[14]. All three 

aircraft are subject to special categories of threats in terms of network defense. The following components 

characterize the safety of telecommunications networks: 

Standardization; a mechanism in which providers, suppliers and other parties set guidelines for the cooperation 

of networks around the world, this involves the safest way to defend networks and consumers from malicious 

players[15]. Network architecture; network suppliers design, produce and enforce negotiated specifications in 

respect of functional network elements and systems that make a functional and stable end network product 

Network configuration; networks are designed to a specific protection standard during the implementation 

process that are essential to establish safety criteria and further enhance the network's security and resilience 

Network configuration and operation; operating processes that enable networks to operate and have specific 

security levels are heavily dependent on deployment and network operations themselves[16]. 
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Fig. 2: 5G Security Threat Landscape for several attacks in IoT, smart phones, cloud RAN and connected world. 

Source: [6] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper examines many elements of the 5G wireless standard in terms of safety concerns. It examines the 

nature of the general protocol for defense. In each element, safety considerations are noted. The general protocol 

design by the 5GPPP gives an overview of the issue. The aspects V2X and IoT emphasize how the general 

security protocol in these particular vertical services could or would affect execution. Both V2X and IoT aspects 

can lead to a large number of network nodes, each with numerous threat vectors. In order to reconcile 

conflicting interests, network is often a service (NaaS) or slicing process. Slicing nevertheless creates a host of 

additional problems for virtualisation, automation, and insulation assurances. Protection affects both vertical 

services and dimensional uses at all levels, whether it's about a network and technology or vertical services, and 

security is a problem even though security is not specifically focused. 
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